Notice

All the Faculty members of AMU, Murshidabad Centre are hereby requested to contribute in the Edited Book (with ISBN) to be published soon on “Contemporary Issues and Challenges in Management, Law and Education”. They are requested to send the full paper on or before 20th June 2017 to: seminaramuwb@gmail.com. The publication format/guidelines is attached herewith for this purpose.

With best wishes,

(Dr. Nigamananda Biswas)
Important Guidelines for Authors

Authors are requested to submit the soft copy of manuscript electronically as an attachment in this e-mail.

The Research paper should be in MS-Word format only, not exceeding 2,000 words including tables and references/bibliography.

The main text of the paper should typically comprise of Title of the paper, Rationale of the study, Brief Literature Review (if any), Objectives and Research Methodology, Research Questions/ Hypotheses, Study limitation, Discussion / Analysis and Interpretations, Major Findings and Implications.

It should be free from plagiarism.

Footnotes must be avoided.

Tables, Charts/ graphs (if any) must be put in the main body of the Article itself.

Acronym must be given when it appears for the first time in the manuscript.

The manuscript should be typed in 1.5 line spacing, 12 sizes, Times New Roman Font, on A4 size with one inch margin on all sides.

The main heading should be in 14 font size and subheadings in 12 font size and bold.

Title page (should consist of Title of the paper, Full name and address, Affiliation, Mobile number and e-mail id of author(s).

A signed declaration stating that the manuscript must be submitted by the author(s) that the Paper has not been submitted for publication elsewhere.

A short profile of the author(s) including qualifications, experience, institutional affiliation, present assignment, designation, along with a scanned passport size photograph must also be furnished.
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